
AN EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF DOCTORS DURING THE

RENAISSANCE PERIOD

In some settings, quality measures declined over the two-year period, or the vmmc program was expanded in the
second year with comparably low performance.

Native Americans had no immunity against such diseases, making them particularly deadly. University
students to a lesser extent also crossed religious frontiers. He added that chemical remedies could treat some
illnesses. Louise Bourgeois, yet without any specific positive or negative assessment of her contribution.
Gourevitch, P. The Black Death started in Asia and reached in Europe in the s, killing 25 million. The
Renaissance physicians and surgeons Simon de Vallambert, Jacques and Charles Guillemeau, expect to be
read by a female audience, in order to educate them. They shared a common fund of examples, principles, and
knowledge derived from the classics. Concerning physiognomony, see chap. Leonardo Da Vinci â€” , from
Italy, was skilled in several different fields. From now on in this article, we will refer to this treatise as Five
books about the way to feed and take care of the children. Avicenna, despite his reputation as a philosopher, is
cited in Vallambert and Guillemeau as a provider of irrefutable practical knowledge on health care and
remedies. Strong republics also grew at the expense of their neighbors. The writers and dramatists of the
Spanish Golden Age , particularly Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra â€” , did the same for the Castilian version
of Spanish. Within 60 years of Columbus arriving in C. He spent almost all his life as a practicing physician
and became a professor of medicine in Torino at the age of  During the Early Middle Ages, people did not use
hospitals much for treating sick people, unless they had particular spiritual needs or nowhere to live. There
was little understanding of how infection works. Common problems at this time included smallpox, leprosy,
and the Black Death, which continued to reappear from time to time. Boys trained in humanistic studies would
be ready to become honorable leaders in society as adults. He proposed that these might pass from
human-to-human by direct or indirect contact. They were engendered and operated in a setting where, as Klein
and Spary point out, notions of philosophical experiments, trialling and replication, though present in some
cases and to some degree, were clearly not center stage. But the source of the prince's power and the nature of
his rule varied greatly. Republican city-states became princedoms, as a powerful individual or family within
the city took control while maintaining a facade of republican institutions and councils. Accurate diagnosis
17Diagnosis is the result of their capacity to identify signs of pregnancy for example by touching the vagina ,
as well as of female diseases. Who are those practitioners? The numerous weak small states tempted powerful
rulers and states. They dispensed to the public, and served their city by supplying hospitals and pesthouses in
times of crisis and by lending their expertise on poisons in court trials and, occasionally, in more sinister
political schemes. Monarchies usually had developed laws and rules that determined the succession in
advance. The Republic of Venice conquered almost all the independent towns and small princedoms in
northeastern Italy in the first half of the fifteenth century in its successful drive to create a mainland state. I
argue that apothecaries were less concerned with testing drugs for efficacy or creating novel products than
with reactivating an older Mediterranean pharmacological tradition and studying the materials on which it
relied. Desiderius Erasmus c. Most Italian intellectuals from the mid-fifteenth century on held these views.


